
Spray Drying Food Milk Powder Systems
Introduction
High Speed algae industrial centrifugal spray dryer with PLC control system for milk powder is a
technology most widely used in the liquid technology shaping and in the drying industry. The
drying technology is most suitable for producing solid powder or particle products from liquid
materials, such as solution , emulsion, suspension and pumpable paste states, For this reason,
when the particle size and distribution of the final products, residual water contents, mass
density and the particle shape must meet the precise standard, spray drying is one of the most
desired technologies.
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Our Factory

Wuxi Changsheng dryer factory built in 1997, is a professional manufacturer of spray drying

equipment. The company has a professional team, strong technical force, complete machinery

processing equipment,With advanced technology , assembling and reliable measure, testing

tools ,we have established integrate quality assurance system. After more than twenty years of

painstaking development.our company now has more than 13, 000 square meters production

base, with all required mechanical machinery for manufacturing. We got ISO9001 international

quality system certification etc...On 2007 years from which we focus on the testing, research and

research of the bio organic fertilizer engineering technology of alcohol and yeast fermentation

wastewater concentrate, as well as the research and manufacture of industrial equipment.We

began to export equipment. The company is now the first and only successful company to spray

alcohol and yeast in the world.





FAQ

1. Q:Are you a manufacturer, trading company or a third party?

A:We are a manufacturer, and we have builded up our company since 1997.

2. Q:How can i trust your company?

A:With 21-years-professional design, we can provide you suitable suggestion and lowest price

3.Q:How can i get to your factory?

A:Our factory is near shanghai Airport, we can pick you up in the airport.

4.Q:What is your minimum order quantity, can you send me samples?



A:Our minimum quantity is 1 set, as our product is machinery equipment, it’s difficult to send

you samples, however,we can send you catalog, warmly welcome you to come visit our

company.
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